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Reduce perceived wait times with digital signage
that educates and informs.
Cross promote services, announce events,
community news, introduce new staff and more.
Integrate with live wait times, social media or any
open API.

Update directories on-the-fly or integrate for automatic
updates.
Choose interactive touch directories for quicker
searches.
Add 22Miles' Voice Command Control for a touch-free
experience.

22MILES Digital Signage applications allow you to customize the look and feel of every project, creating a memorable and lasting 
experience for your users. Now you can manage all content changes, drag-and-drop widgets and visual filter capabilities at your 
fingertips. Welcome to a new world of branding and client service with our next generation technology.

ONE POWERFUL SOLUTION FOR ALL YOUR MEDIA DESIGNS AND DIGITAL COMMUNICATION NEEDS

Give your patients and visitors a higher quality experience throughout their journey including wayfinding directions 
in their appointment reminder from home to their appointment, easily updated physician directories, wayfinding 
kiosks with text to mobile phone directions, patient health information in waiting rooms and more. Digital signage in 
break rooms insures important messages are seen by staff as well as an opportunity to teach and engage.
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Pop-up descriptions and images, product promotions, 
spotlight events, and listed information

Dynamic Map Pop Ups

Receive instant turn by turn directions through SMS, 
QR Codes, Emails, and Printing and have the way-
finding on the go

Map it Now

Integrate with RTLS hardware components to locate 
carts, wheelchairs and other hospital equipment in 
real time. Use our Mobile APP to push notifications 
when you are in proximity

Asset Tracking

Built-in interactive keyboard for easy final 
destination searching

Smart Search

Smart detour scheduling capabilities

Construction Pathway Rerouting

Intelligent built-in wayfinding algorithm that 
auto-generates directions based on shortest path 
and ease of accessibility

Smart Pathway 
(Automatic Destination Routing)

Create a touchless, more hygienic experience 
when users speak their choices to an interactive 
touch or non-touch screen. 

Voice Command Control

Disabled users can now tap an ADA button on the 
screen and/or app to activate programmed 
accessible routes. Preferred routes also supported

VIP/ Wheelchair Routes 

22MILES Unique wayfinding Features and Solution Differentiators

Prevent wasted staff time giving directions to lost patients and 
reduce late appointment arrivals.

Navigate within a building, between buildings and to outpatient 
clinics.

Send directions to a mobile phone via a QR code, text or 
email.

Add multiple languages.

Add 22Miles Voice Command Control for a touch-less 
interactive touch experience. 

Integrate with your health system app for seamless navigation 
from home to appointment.

Tell stories with videos about your donors and how and who 
benefits from donations.

Promote future donor events and share photos from current 
and past events.

Keep your donor display up-to-date without the expense of 
new plaques and hardscape.

Thank all of your donors, no matter their donation amount,with 
easy to search categories using a pop-up keyboard.

Add donors automatically by integrating with your donor 
software.

Move and add rooms, open and close route in minutes.
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